Cake Box

Print the templates for Side A (Parts 1 and 2) and cut out along solid and dashed lines. Tape together Parts 1 and 2 along the dashed line. (Dotted lines indicate where you will be scoring and folding the project.)

Be sure to your printer settings are set to print at "100 percent" or "Actual Size," and confirm after printing that the measurements match.

SIDE A
(Part 1)

← 1 inch →

← 4 inches →
Print the templates for Side A (Parts 1 and 2) and cut out along solid and dashed lines. Tape together Parts 1 and 2 along the dashed line. (Dotted lines indicate where you will be scoring and folding the project.)

Be sure your printer settings are set to print at "100 percent" or "Actual Size," and confirm after printing that the measurements match.
Cake Box

Print the templates for Side B (Parts 1 and 2) and cut out along solid and dashed lines. Tape together Parts 1 and 2 along the dashed line.

(Dotted lines indicate where you will be scoring and folding the project.)

Be sure to your printer settings are set to print at "100 percent" or "Actual Size," and confirm after printing that the measurements match.
Cake Box

Print the templates for Side B (Parts 1 and 2) and cut out along solid and dashed lines. Tape together Parts 1 and 2 along the dashed line.

(Dotted lines indicate where you will be scoring and folding the project.)

SIDE B
(Part 2)

← 4 inches →

← 1 inch →

Be sure to your printer settings are set to print at "100 percent" or "Actual Size," and confirm after printing that the measurements match.